
About us

As Germany’s leading honey bottler FÜRSTEN-REFORM cares for highest quality and taste. FÜRSTEN-REFORM offers with its 
brands LANGNESE, BIHOPHAR and LIEBEE a great variety of carefully selected honeys, which are partly also available in organic 
quality. Our products are under permanent quality control. Selected beekeeping companies deliver the best honeys from EU & 
Non-EU countries.
Detailed information available at: www.langnese-honey.com respectively www.bihophar.com

Our portfolio for your success

Langnese Honig already exists since 1927. For decades we have been the most popular honey brand in Germany. Our secret: 
offering consistently the highest honey quality. Selected honey farms supply the best honeys from many different regions across 
the globe, ensuring an almost unlimited selection of honey varieties. The Langnese quality control process begins right at its 
source. Inspect the honey according to a diverse set of criteria before delivered to our production facilities in Germany. All 
components of the honey are subject to another careful inspection and only then approved under the famous Langnese quality 
standards. Drawing on the latest scientific knowledge and cutting-edge technology, Langnese ensures, that the quality of its 
honey goes well beyond the statutory minimum requirements, rather than merely meeting them.

BIHOPHAR honey, first launched in 1947, is totally natural and sourced from selected and very experienced beekeepers in carefully 
chosen areas who guarantee a harvesting that protects the nutrients. Among the BIHOPHAR products you‘ll find exquisite 
specialities and pure monofloral or single-source honey types with different spectrum of flavours. The greatest attention is 
paid to quality: Each batch is examined by our honey specialists and by independent specialist institutes on delivery and before 
bottling and in some cases over 40 parameters are checked. With around 50 different products, BIHOPHAR offers the largest 
selection and diversity of honey in Germany. Look at our product pages and see which honey could be your favourite.
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The brand that stands for nature (Langnese Honig)  
Nature‘s Best (Bihophar)

100% pure natural honey

Product of Germany

Extensive laboratory test including pollen- & sensory 
analysis

Wide product range

Originator of honey dispenser “Bee Easy“

Decades of experience


